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E1 on the Move

E1 enzymes activate ubiquitin or related proteins and
pass them to E2 enzymes. A recent structure and asso-
ciated biochemical studies (Huang et al., 2005) show
how an E1 binds its cognate E2 and indicates that
large, conformational changes will be an integral com-
ponent of the E1 reaction cycle.

A dramatic form of posttranslational modification occurs
when lysine side chains or N termini of target proteins
are covalently bound to the C terminus of another pro-
tein called ubiquitin (Hershko et al., 2000). This modifica-
tion is applied to many protein substrates and is inter-
preted by a varied array of binding proteins that function
in a remarkable diversity of biological pathways, includ-
ing targeting to proteasomes, targeting to lysozomes,
signaling pathways, transcriptional processes, and viral
budding. The large number of ubiquitin substrates re-
sults from a biochemical pathway that starts with a sin- Figure 1. Possible Model for E1 Conformational Change
gle E1-activating enzyme, which transfers the ubiquitin This composite model was generated by overlap of various crystal
to E2 enzymes, which in turn collaborate with a plethora structures of the NEDD8 E1 enzyme (APPBP1-UBA3). Crystallo-

graphically observed conformations are shown in colors. The UBA3of E3 enzymes to transfer ubiquitin to substrates (Pick-
UFD and bound E2 are shown in ribbon representation. E1 and E2art, 2001). Further complexity is provided by the pres-
cysteines (yellow spheres) are separated by over 50 Å. The specula-ence of ubiquitin-related proteins that participate in
tive model (gray) puts E1 and E2 cysteines next to each other by

similar pathways and thereby regulate additional pro- rotation about UBA3 Leu349, located in the linker between the UFD
cesses. For clarity, we refer to ubiquitin and its relatives and the rest of UBA3 (purple arrow). A possible location of NEDD8
collectively as ubiquitin-like proteins (Ublps). (Ublp, white) bound to the E1 cysteine has been built that would

avoid steric clash and would be in position for transfer to E2. ForE1s use ATP hydrolysis to provide the chemical poten-
reference, the adenylation site is indicated by the bound ATP (brighttial needed for the subsequent transfer steps in the Ublp
green), the site occupied by NEDD8 before adenylation is out ofpathways. This is achieved by a two-step mechanism
view, and the NEDD8 N-terminal peptide is labeled N, with the flexi-

in which the Ublp C terminus is first adenylated and ble residues connecting to the E2 core shown as dashed lines.
then transferred from the adenyl group to an E1 cysteine.
Our understanding of this process owes much to a series
of structural and biochemical studies from the Schulman ing domain at the C terminus of UBA3. This interaction

is presumably equivalent for the E1-E2 complexes of alllab working on the E1 for the Ublp NEDD8. This E1 is a
heterodimer of APPBP1 and UBA3 proteins that serves Ublps and defines the relative position of the E1 and E2

cysteine residues between which the Ublp is transferred.as a model for the E1 of other Ublps. One earlier insight
concerned the requirement for the second step, i.e., The new structure reveals details of how the NEDD8

E1 recognizes the core domain of its cognate E2, andtransfer to the E1 cysteine, which is not, in principle,
needed to increase the chemical potential for subse- analysis of sequence differences suggests that the

equivalent interface can specify appropriate E1-E2 part-quent transfer reactions but may be required to avoid
a topological trap (VanDemark and Hill, 2003; Walden nerships in the other Ublp pathways. The structure also

shows that the E2 surface buried against E1 overlapset al., 2003). The binding site for NEDD8 has been deter-
mined in detail for the adenylation step (Walden et al., with the surface buried in the two currently known E2-

E3 complex structures (Huang et al., 1999; Zheng et2003), and a similar arrangement was demonstrated re-
cently for the E1 of the SUMO Ublp (Lois and Lima, 2005). al., 2000). One has to be careful in these comparisons,

because the E1 and E3 complexes are with differentIt has also been shown that the NEDD8 E1 specifically
recognizes its cognate E2 enzyme, in part, through inter- E2 molecules and there are many types of E3, but the

obvious implication is that E2s cannot simultaneouslyactions of an inherently flexible sequence extended from
the N terminus of the folded E2 core domain, although bind E1 and (at least some) E3 enzymes. Huang et al.

suggest that the inferred competitive binding might con-other E2s lack sequences equivalent to NEDD8 E2’s
N-terminal extension and cannot utilize this mechanism tribute to efficient transfer of E2 from E1 to an E3 com-

plex. This idea may have parallels with other aspects of(Huang et al., 2004). A previously missing piece of the
puzzle is now provided by the latest Schulman lab publi- Ublp biochemistry, because the several binding partners

whose structures are known in complex all contact ancation (Huang et al., 2005), which describes the structure
of a complex between an E2 core domain and the bind- overlapping surface on ubiquitin, implying that competi-
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tion effects might facilitate Ublp movement between been invoked in the transfer of Ubl between the E1
different binding partners within a pathway. A related adenylation site and catalytic Cys, because they are
curiosity is that E1’s E2 binding domain adopts the ubi- separated by 30 Å in the currently available structures.
quitin fold—it is therefore called the ubiquitin-fold do- It has been understood, almost since determination of
main (UFD)—and despite lack of sequence similarity, the first protein structures, that protein function often
the UFD surface that contacts E2 overlaps with the requires flexibility (Perutz, 1972). The emerging picture
equivalent face of ubiquitin buried in all currently known of E1 mechanism provides a particularly interesting ex-
protein complexes. One obvious possibility to consider ample of this fact.
is that E2 bound Ublp might facilitate product release
by competing with the UFD interaction, although simple

Andrew P. VanDemark and Christopher P. Hillmodeling suggests that a Ublp could not simultaneously
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tein families. This representation of phylogenic analysisSpiraled Origins
serves as a guide to understanding both the underlying
mechanisms of ancient functional changes and whether
these changes were selectively advantageous or merely
happenstance. Although the components of the two ba-Recent studies have established that the eukaryotic
sic eukaryotic and prokaryotic cytoskeletal systemsactin-based cytoskeleton has prokaryotic origins. In
share low sequence conservation, the atomic structuresaddition to regulating cell shape and polarity, Gitai et
of actin- and tubulin-like proteins have been highly con-al. (2005) provide convincing evidence that the Caulo-
served (Amos et al., 2004). Emerging evidence suggestsbacter actin homolog MreB also mediates the early
that these structural similarities are not strong assur-segregation of the chromosomal origin, a typical func-

tional role of the eukaryotic tubulin-based cytoskel- ances of functional conservation, and indeed the con-
eton. nections of divergence are not figurative branches of

linearity but seem to be characterized by somewhat
spiraled role reversals.The evolutionary history of all living things is often illus-

The cytoskeletal machinery regulates a medley of di-trated as a tree; the roots of life’s origin split into
verse cellular processes necessary for cell differentia-branches of genetic connections that symbolize the di-
tion and growth. In eukaryotes, the tubulin-based cy-vergence of independent species. Often the tree is fine

scaled to include leaves of biological pathways or pro- toskeletal system mediates mitosis and chromosome


